Understand and transform your legacy
systems with CM evolveIT.
REDUCE YOUR RISK. WORRY LESS. AVOID DISRUPTION.
Maintaining and modernizing legacy apps no longer needs to hold your business
back. CM evolveIT is so powerful that your new teams can easily get up to speed
handling the applications your business depends upon. You’ll quickly discover a
thorough, reliable understanding of the business logic embedded in your legacy
systems. That means you can eliminate the chaos and panic of maintenance and
enhancements or modernization. Your business continuity is protected since
CM evolveIT’s full view of business rules and system interactions lets you find the
safest path to migrate or decommission legacy code.
With your tasks and data management dependencies quickly and accurately identified,
you can do a better job of scoping and project planning.
If you thought the costs and risks to update or modernize were too high, then
discover a new way to free your business. EvolveIT offers a solution that is faster,
more effective and provides quicker payback than anything you’ve seen before.
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QUICK TURNAROUND, QUALITY OUTPUT AND FAST PAYBACK. YES, IT’S TRUE.
Our automated discovery and documentation of business rules and system
interactions enables you to get a handle on legacy code quickly, easily and completely.
With your business rules abstracted from the restrictions of legacy code, you
are future-proofed and can deploy apps on the optimal platform. And a common
understanding between your business and software analysts means you’re better
positioned to ensure your apps deliver the value that’s needed.

Request a
Demo Today
Contact us for more information
or to schedule a demo.
Call 888-866-6179 or email us:
info@cmfirstgroup.com
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CM evolveIT can scale up to enterprise environments,
so you can trust it to handle your most complex challenges.

DEMYSTIFY THE BUSINESS RULES BURIED IN LEGACY APPS.
CM evolveIT’s impact analyses provide accurate,comprehensive views of your
options to maintain and re-engineer code. You no longer need to worry about
hidden business rules because we’ve done the hard work for you.

✚
✚

Business rules are captured and abstracted from the source code
Business logic and system dependency reports are automatically generated
for point-to-point data flow analysis

✚

System maps provide cross-reference scope views, complexity reports and
drill up/down capability enabling scalable analysis at the system, component
or data level

✚
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CM evolveIT provides almost
instantaneous answers to all sorts

Clone detection enables engineers to identify and avoid production issues
from obsolete or redundant code

of common questions about how
the components interact and
how the data is handled. With
the evolveIT diagramming tools,
I was able to understand the

WATCH YOUR NEW TEAM REACH NEW LEVELS OF EFFICIENCY
AND PRODUCTIVITY.

program quickly and make the

The CM evolveIT interface is so intuitive that discovery and understanding of
applications no longer requires in-depth knowledge of enterprise systems.

✚

Auto-documentation provides a complete, understandable picture of the
application, immediately accessible through the metadata repository

✚

underlying structure of the

Impact analyses are generated and delivered through intuitive graphical
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interfaces and reports

✚

Visualizations help analysts find, interpret, describe and model how rules in
the app are running the business

✚

CM evolveIT provides a common language understandable by both business
and software analysts

✚

CM evolveIT is designed to work at scale, reducing problems caused by
analyzing programs in isolation

For more information, visit cmfirstgroup.com/products/CMevolveIT

Request a Demo Today
Contact us for more information or to schedule a demo. Call 888-866-6179 or email us:

info@cmfirstgroup.com
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